Of all the first-year subjects, Civil Procedure is the most foreign to students’ experience. This book will demystify Civil Procedure. It will explain the doctrine and make it easy to remember. It includes numerous tips for civil procedure exams (as well as regarding law school exams generally). Before you know it, you’ll be part of the hip crowd – the Civ Pro crowd. Learn more about this series at ShortandHappyGuides.com.
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**Customer Reviews**

easily the best supplement I've used in law school. Not only does Freer write in an incredibly concise, simple, easy-to-understand manner, but this outline is extremely well-organized. Was absolutely invaluable to me in outlining for civ pro I and II. Civ Pro is challenging material, I honestly wouldn't have gotten through it without this supplement.

I wish I would have bought this when I was in Civ Pro I, I got it when I started my semester of Civ Pro II. Breaks it down in a way that easily understandable. Freer is great and this also is a must as his intro was very informative as he explains the style of law school learning, and why they teach it the way that they do! Absolutely phenomenal!

I was completely lost in civ pro, and after watching the barbri videos (Prof. Freer is the one who teaches civ pro for Barbri) I understood more, but this book helped me understand it all!!
It breaks down the cases and walks you through how you should address each issue on the exam. Highly recommend!

Must if you take or want to learn the essentials of Civ Pro! Great little book. Love it!!!

Pretty sure the only reason I did as well as I did in Civ Pro was this book. Lifesaver.

a must read before your final. breaks things down easily

Brief overview. Nothing that helpful.
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